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"We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. Aaron Shearer of Waih-
ington, D.C., in which he protests the inclusion of his name
among the successful students of Mr. Sophocles Papas, as toas
stated by M. 0. Waugh in her article The Guitar inWashington
appearing in N. 24 of the Guitar Review.

Editor: Vladimir Bobri
Associate Editors: Mr. Shearer states that he has never in reality been a student

of Mr. Papas' system of teaching and, therefore, is not indebted
to Mr. Papas for his success as a guitar teacher, concert guitarist,
guitar instructor in the American University, and a successful
author of the Guitar Method.

Gregory d'Alessio, Franz C. Hess
Contributing Editors: Suzanne Bloch, Rosalind

Browne, Jack Duarte, Eithne Golden,
Carl Miller, Martha Nelson

It is understood that Mr. Shearer is also prominent in the feld
of the guitar in Washington. The Editors of the Guitar Revieto
wish to state that, although a review of his work did not appear
in the article, no slight was intended with regard to hisextensive
activities.
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The Guitar Review is issued irregularly... it is sold in volume
form and can be ordered serially by either three or six consecu-
tive issues.

SUBSCRIPNONS: No. 25-30
Sixconsecutive issues....
Three consecutive issues

Singlecopies ......

GUITAR COLLECTORS-The Guitar Review needs your help.
If you have photographs of the rare guitars in your collection, the
Editors would greatly appreciate receiving them from you for
possible use as illustrations for an article The Guitar Through the
Ages now in preparation.

$8.00
$4.50
$1.75.....

Still available: Issues 19 to 24. All six consecutive issues
$6.00; for threeconsecutiveissues $3.50; singleissues$ 1.50.
Other back numbers previous to number 19, as far as they are
available, at prices slightly higher. Prices on request.

The photographs should be accompanied by a brief description
of the instrument, maker's name, construction date, woods,deco-
rations, unusual features, etc

Only photographs of professional qualityy can be acceptedwith
the following specifications: size-8 x 10; plain white back
ground; gloss paper; full frontal view; back and side view if of
special interest. Posribly you know of rare guitars in your locality.
If so we would appreciate such addresses of museums,dealers,
and private collectors. Address all correspondence to V. Bobri,
Editor, The Guitar Review, 409 East 50th St., N. Y. 22, N.Y.
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An Evaluation INTRODUCING
DOROTHY BO0TH, the distinguishedcalligrapher, i a native
New Yorker and has been connected for many years with the art
department of Bell Telephone Laboratories. She has derigned
innumerable outstanding booklet covers, testimonials and title
pages. The style of the titles for articles and music which Mius
Booth drew for this issue was inspired by 17th CenturySpanish
type faces.
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Charles Mouton BYRON BROWNE, the well-known painter, has added the un-
usual quality of his talent to the fine collection of creative artist:
continuously illustrating the pages of The Guitar Review twith
his drawing for the article in this issue The Guitar and Myself
by Andrés Segovia. Mr. Browne, who started his career by toin
ning the Hallgarten Prize upon graduation from the National
Academy of Design in 1928, is represented in many major
museum, university, and private collections throughout the
United States and abroad, and has been an instructor at the Art
Students League of New York for the past thirteen years. He is
connected with the Gallery-Grand Central Moderns-where
he exhibits annually, among other subjects, many picturesreflect
ing his long, intense interest in the culture of Spain.
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